
CASTLE ROCK PUEBLO 
4th Grade Study Guide – TRIP ONE

1. What is another name we use for the Anasazi? ______________________________________

2. Below is a picture of Castle Rock Pueblo as it may have looked approximately 800 years ago. 
Color in the pueblo and its surroundings. Can you find:

�� 2 dogs? �� a cactus? �� 2 people on top of the butte?

�� at least 10 doors/windows? �� a ladder coming up from an underground building?

3. How many rooms do archaeologists think there were at Castle Rock Pueblo? ______________

How many people do archaeologists think lived at Castle Rock Pueblo? __________________

4. How did the ancestral Puebloan people stay warm during the cold Colorado winters?

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

5. How did ancestral Puebloan kids learn without going to school?

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
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CASTLE ROCK PUEBLO 
4th Grade Study Guide – TRIP TWO

1. Name five cultural groups that have lived in or traveled through McElmo Canyon in the past:

____________________          ______________________          _____________________

____________________          ______________________ 

2. Match the cultural group with the kind of house they used in the past:

Ancestral Pueblo Temporary homes and teepees

Ute Mountain Ute Log or stone cabins

Anglo homesteaders Stone and adobe villages

3. Where do the Ute Mountain Ute people live today? ____________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

4. The drawing below shows people visiting an archaeological site. Circle those people who are
treating the site respectfully and put X’s over those who are disturbing the site:
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CASTLE ROCK PUEBLO 
4th Grade Study Guide – TRIP THREE

1. How many years did Crow Canyon Archaeological Center work at Castle Rock Pueblo? ______

2. What is the first thing archaeologists do before they start an excavation? __________________

____________________________________________________________________________

3. Circle the tools that Crow Canyon archaeologists used to excavate Castle Rock Pueblo:
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4. What is your favorite artifact from Castle Rock Pueblo?

______________________________________________

Why? ________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

5. What do you think the petroglyph at Castle Rock Pueblo could mean?

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

6. Why do you think the ancestral Puebloan people moved away from Castle Rock Pueblo?

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Sketch the artifact in the box.


